ABOUT NCEA NUMERACY

How will my teachers help me pass the
NCEA Numeracy standard?
There is numeracy in every subject you do. All of your teachers will create
opportunities for you to practice your numeracy skills in class, so you can
better understand what the same skills look like in different subjects.
Here are some examples of where numeracy might be taught in
different subjects:

ENGLISH
Understanding statistics in
a newspaper, online article,
or social media post

VISUAL ARTS
Using reflections,
rotations, translations,
and enlargements to
create a design

SCIENCE
Using scientific graphs to identify
patterns and make predictions

HEALTH AND PE
Measuring how far you can
go, how fast you can do it,
or how strong you are

SOCIAL STUDIES
Creating a questionnaire to survey class
members about traditions at home

How are literacy and numeracy related?
Many activities at school (and in life) will need you to use literacy
and numeracy at the same time. It is important that you are both
literate and numerate so that you keep as many options open as
possible. You can find more information on NCEA Literacy here.
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What is NCEA Numeracy?

How will NCEA Numeracy be assessed?

Numeracy in NCEA is the ability to understand and use
mathematics and statistics in daily life, at home, at school, and at
work. Numeracy is important because it is everywhere.
Here are some examples where you might use numeracy:

DAILY LIFE

FROM 2023, TO GAIN AN NCEA QUALIFICATION,
YOU MUST PASS THE NUMERACY STANDARD:

US32406:
Use mathematics and statistics to meet the
numeracy demands of a range of situations.

AT SCHOOL
The Numeracy standard will be assessed using a Common
Assessment Activity (CAA). This is an online assessment
that your teachers will organise for you.

Measuring medicine
doses

Arriving to
events on time

Having a better
understanding of
each subject

AT HOME

Increasing a recipe to
serve extra guests

Setting and keeping
to a budget

AT WORK

Handling money

Understanding data

The Numeracy CAA will take you about an hour, but
there are no time limits to the assessment.
You can sit the Numeracy CAA anytime from Year 9
onwards. This means you might sit the CAA when
you are in Year 10, and someone else might sit the
CAA when they are in Year 11.

Your teachers will work with you and your whānau to
decide when the best time is for you to sit this assessment.

